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Mr. Norm's Chicago 

Dodge dealership built 
another winner 

by Greg Rager 
photos by Jerry Shaw 

Y
a hadda be there! Back in 1972, that 
is. The definition of perfonnance was 
changing, and it wasn't just the cus
tomers who were mourning the pass

ing of multiple carburetion, mega-eubes and 
high-compression. Dealers too were -suffering 
- they had nothing to sell to customers who 
wanted the same level of perfoJmance available 
in years gone by. 

Mr. Noon's Grand-Spaulding Dodge was 
well known for having their finger on the pulse 
of what musclecar buyers wanted. Noon was 
transplanting 440s into Darts before the factory 
did it. He offered Six Pack induction on a 
Demon 340- something the factory never got 
around to. And, h.: w:1, offering dyno-tuning to 
anyone with a Mopar. just to give the customer 
a little edge over \\ hatdver was sitting in the 
other lane at the stoplight. Mr. Norm's was one 
of the few new car dealerships who regularly 
advertised in the major car magazines of the 
day. and he backed-up his reputation by cam
paigning blown Charger Funny Cars on the 
nation's drag strips. This. my friends, was not 
your typical Mom and Pop store! For 1972, 
Nonn had another ace up liis sleeve. 

To lc~p the performance-seeking customers 
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supplied with more steroids than the factory was 
cranking oul\ Nonn packaged the still potent 
1972 Demon 340 with a Paxton Supercharger. 
Notice we said "packaged," n0t bolted on. 

Standard on the GSS (Grand Spaulding 
Supercharged) Demon was the be.It-driven Pax• 
tiill eentrifugal supercharger, heavy-duty 
TorqueFlite transmission, 3.55 Sure-Grip rear, 
and heavy,duty suspension. Unique to the GSS 
also were a fresh air intake system (see sidebar). 
oversized pulleys. a modified Holley fuel pump 
and fuel pressure regulator, Crower aluminum 
valve spring retainers. a Milodon competition 
oil pump. reworked disttibutor advance curve 
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and a rejetted. recalibrated Carter ThermoQuad 
carburetor. 

In keeping with the mindseJ of the turbulent 
automotive world of the Seventies, Mr. Norm 
did not release either horsepower or perfor
mance numbers (the insurance industry had big 
ears) on the GSS, but 350 horsepower is the 
accepted guesstimate. And, in its July 1972 road 
test, Hi-Performance Cars turned in a best ET 
of 13.92/106 mph. No~ bad for an emissions-
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choked, 3,280iJound car. 
What's more, they figured 
that swapJ5ing the tiny 
E70x 14 tires for some
thing with some grip would have 
dropped the Demon into the 13.40s. And the 
bottom-line sticker price of our feature car was 
a mere $3,297.35. 

Sandy Begyn, of Taylor Ridge, Illinois, has 
owned her GSS for 1he last three years. Fortu-

nately for her, the origi
nal owner had pulled the 
Mr. Norm supercharged 
340 engine out for some 
.ceason and set it in a cor• 

ner for several years while still driving the 
Demon 22,000-miles. Other than re-i11~lalling 
the original engine and cleaning the car up a bit, 
this is an unrestored Mr. Norm car, presented 
for your viewing pleasure. ...:Q. 

The Seventies had one thing in 
common with every other decade: 
Dealers would do anything to sell 
cars - and they wanted those cars 
off their lot, and your money in 
their pocket, as quickly as possible. 

Take note of the obviously sloppy 
job of cutting the hole in the radia
tor core support for the supercharg• 
er's fresh air intake. No, this is not 
something an owner should attempt 
to remedy. The shoddy workman
ship is direct from Mr. Norm and 
would not be correct if it appeared 
any other way. 
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